Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 22 October 2019

WEATHER: Fine        TRACK: Good        KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Ms E Alessandri, Mr S Jones, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms T Oxenham
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 2 HE’S MY MAC (22/10), Race 1 OLD Mate AMY (21/10)
Injury: Race 6 GWENO JONES (21/10), JETTA JAM (21/10), Race 7 WAIKARIE PHOEBE (22/10), Race 9 MRS.
WINGS (22/10)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R39 - Race 4 ALL ABOUT MAX x 10 Days (5.00pm)
R31(4) - Race 7 CROWN VINNIE x 0 Days (5.00pm)

FINES:
R39 - Mr J Iwanyk - $50
R31(4) - Mr J Harris - $200

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 10 ELECTRO SWING x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 JACKPOT JILL, Race 4 MAGIC WREN, Race 10 BOLO

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 5:41 PM
RESURGENCE MAC began quickly. THERMAL REACTOR began slowly. KING RANJI & CROWN MONELLI collided soon after the start. CROWN MONELLI & DASH FOR CASH collided on the first turn. KING RANJI & DASH FOR CASH collided on the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground. RUSTY RADIATOR & THERMAL REACTOR collided on the first turn. RUSTY RADIATOR & DASH FOR CASH collided approaching the home turn. TRANSPRIE & RESURGENCE MAC collided in the home straight.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:01 PM
TEDDY THE JETT began quickly. LAPTOP GENIUS began slowly. LASER BEAMER checked off the heels of TEDDY THE JETT soon after the start. INCOME TUX & TEDDY THE JETT collided soon after the start. NESSIE MONELLI & FARTHING MONELLI collided soon after the start. LASER BEAMER, LAPTOP GENIUS & BOOMBY’S ME MUM collided soon after the start. LASER BEAMER checked off the heels of NESSIE MONELLI on the first turn. FARTHING MONELLI checked off the heels of INCOME TUX on the first turn. FARTHING MONELLI & ENDLESS SWING collided approaching the home turn. LASER BEAMER checked off the heels of FARThiNG MONELLI approaching the home turn. FARTHING MONELLI checked off the heels of LAPTOP GENIUS on the home turn. FARThING MONELLI & LASER BEAMER collided on the home turn. ENDLESS SWING held up approaching the finishing line.

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 6:17 PM
ISN'T SHE SMOOTH, BETTY'S BEACH & MIGHTY EBBY began quickly. HUDLIN began slowly. MINE NOT YOURS & BEETLE MONELLI collided soon after the start, BEETLE MONELLI lost ground. BETTY’S BEACH & MIGHTY EBBY collided on the first turn. BETTY’S BEACH checked off the heels of MIGHTY EBBY on the second turn. BETTY’S BEACH & BEETLE MONELLI collided on the second turn. ISN’T SHE SMOOTH & MINE NOT YOURS collided in the home straight.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 6:42 PM
WINLOCK ORIGIN began quickly. PINKIE PIE began slowly. ABSOLUTELY LOMAR & MAGIC WREN collided soon after the start. WINLOCK ORIGIN & MAGIC WREN collided soon after the start. WINLOCK ORIGIN & MINI BOSS collided soon after the start. WINLOCK ORIGIN shifted out on the first turn. SUNSET FIASCO collided on the first turn. PINKIE PIE & MINI BUS collided on the first turn. SPOOKIE CHARM & PINKIE PIE collided approaching the home turn. SUNSET FIASCO checked off the heels of MINI BOSS on the home turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:04 PM
PROMETHIUM & TIN began quickly. PYJAMAS, FAB PHILIPPE, WISE UP collided soon after the start. IT'S THE HORSE & PYJAMAS collided soon after the start. SUBSCRIBE & TIN collided soon after the start. IT'S THE HORSE & TIN collided on the first turn. IT'S THE HORSE checked off the heels of TIN on the first turn. MAUDE MONELLI checked off the heels of IT'S THE HORSE on the first turn. FAB PHILIPPE checked off the heels of IT'S THE HORSE and collided with MAUDE MONELLI approaching the home turn. PROMETHIUM & WISE UP collided approaching the home turn. PYJAMAS checked off the heels of MAUDE MONELLI on the home turn. MAUDE MONELLI checked off the heels of FAB PHILIPPE in the home straight.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:29 PM
EBBY REFEREE & ZOOM TUX began quickly. JUMP IN LINE checked off the heels of ZOOM TUX and collided with SCOOTALOO on the first turn, SCOOTALOO lost ground. JUMP IN LINE checked off the heels of RASHFORD on the second turn. EBBY REFEREE & ZOOM TUX collided on the home turn. JUMP IN LINE raced wide on the home turn. EBBY REFEREE collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:54 PM
SUNSET MOO MOO, POLO PETE & DARK BEYOND began quickly. PROPER CHARLIE began slowly. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of POLO PETE soon after the start. POLO PETE & DARK BEYOND collided soon after the start. SUNSET MOO MOO & OSHKOSH RUTH collided soon after the start. BOOMERING & SUNSET MOO MOO collided on the first turn. SUNSET MOO MOO checked off the heels of DARK BEYOND on the first turn. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of SUNSET MOO MOO on the first turn. OSHKOSH RUTH checked off the heels of BOOMERING approaching the home turn. BOOMERING & OSHKOSH RUTH collided on the home turn. SUNSET MOO MOO & OUTLAW GENIUS collided on the home turn. BOOMERING & OSHKOSH RUTH collided in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:15 PM
STICKY VICKI began quickly. MIDNIGHT GAS & WYNBURN CHA CHA collided soon after the start. RECKLESSNESS & MIDNIGHT GAS collided soon after the start. VOLLE & SWEET TREAT collided soon after the start. WYNBURN CHA CHA & SWEET TREAT collided on the first turn. TWICE AS WICKED & WYNBURN CHA CHA collided on the first turn, TWICE AS WICKED lost ground. RECKLESSNESS & MIDNIGHT GAS collided on the first turn. WYNBURN CHA CHA & SWEET TREAT collided approaching the home turn. RECKLESSNESS & STICKY VICKI collided on the home turn. MIDNIGHT GAS checked off the heels of RECKLESSNESS in the home straight.

Race 9 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 8:34 PM
ROCKABYE WILLOW began quickly. CORRECT GUESS & PRIME TIME collided soon after the start, both lost ground. RIPPIN' CROW & NAT'S THE BOSS collided on the first turn. RIPPIN' CROW & ROCKABYE WILLOW collided on the second turn. ROCKABYE WILLOW & NAT'S THE BOSS collided on the second turn, NAT'S THE BOSS stumbled and lost ground. NAT'S THE BOSS checked off the heels of ROCKABYE WILLOW on the home turn. RIPPIN' CROW checked off the heels of CORRECT GUESS in the home straight.

Race 10 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:56 PM
ELECTRO SWING, BOLO & LITTLE KICKS began quickly. MAX QUIDS began slowly. ELECTRO SWING & LITTLE KICKS collided soon after start. RUSTY WREN & TWIX MONELLI collided soon after the start. MAX QUIDS checked off the heels of TWIX MONELLI on the first turn. RUSTY WREN & TWIX MONELLI collided on the first turn. TWIX MONELLI checked off the heels of MAX QUIDS approaching the home turn. ELECTRO SWING raced ungenerously due to injury in the home straight and under R71 has been placed on a field satisfactory trial.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ELECTRO SWING had a Right - Hindleg - Tensor Fascia L. M. Inj (Triangle) and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 11 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 9:19 PM
ROGER'S DREAMIN' began quickly. BROCK TONIC began slowly. CONSTANT RAMA & BACKPACKER JACK collided several times soon after the start. BROCK TONIC & SUPREME OLLIE collided on the first turn. ROGER'S DREAMIN' & HARLAN ROCKS collided on the first turn. BACKPACKER JACK & HARLAN ROCKS collided approaching the home turn. CONSTANT RAMA & SUPREME OLLIE raced wide on the home turn.

Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:44 PM
THUNDER BOOM began quickly. RED RIGHT HAND began slowly. BLACK MOSEL & NICMAC DANCER collided soon after the start. APPLEJACK & APPLIED collided on the first turn, APPLEJACK lost ground. APPLIED & BELLA BOMB collided on the first turn. BELLA BOMB checked off the heels of APPLEJACK on the home turn. JUNK YARD DAISY checked off the heels of THUNDER BOOM in the home straight.

FINAL.